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CONTRIBUTICWS WANTED

Anyo«e who wishes to contribute articles, pictures, or other items of interest to the
mei?4>ership are invited to do so. The CAPTAIN'S lOG and quarterly newsletter AIR LINES
will publish members wants, trades and material concerning the history of airlines
and airliners, Literesting experiences related to airlines will also be accepted for
for publication. Photographs and drawings will be published if of good quality and
if accompanied by a full description.

Any articles or Tnatertal on timetables, post cards, photography or modeling should
be sent directly to the appropriate editor listed below. All dues and other material
for publication should be sent to the Publication Editor.

PUBLICATION DATES

The CAPTAIN'S LOG is mailed quarterly to members on the I5th of March, Juno, September
and December. Deadline for material is the 20th of the month prior to mailing date.
AIR LINES is a quarterly pubiicatlon mailed to members on the l5th of February, May*
August and November. Material for this publication is accepted up to the lOtb of *
the month of publication.

The CAPTAIN'S LOG is sand 2nd Class mall, so please allow ample tins for delivery.
AIR LINES is sent via first class mail.

The CAPTAIN'S LOG and AIR LINES are the official publications of the WORLD AIRLINE
HOBBT CLUB. Current membership foe is $10 per year for US and Canadian members and
$12 for all others. Please add $5 additional If you wish air mail delivery (foreign
members only), ^bke checks payable to "World Airlins Hobby Club",
the Publication Editor.

Send dues to

#4
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Allegheny DC-9 at CVG. Photo by Air Plx
CHANGE OF ADIRESS

Please report any change of address pron5)tly to the Publications Editor. Ijaproper
address will result In members not receiving their copies of the CAPTAIN'S LOG and
AIR LINES. It also requires the payment of triple postage, in some cases. Additional
postal charges will be passed onto members irtio fail to notify the Editor of
changes in their address.
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CAPTAIN'S LOO VOLUME in, NuiA>er 2
Fall 1977

FLIDffr MANIFEST

from the left hand seat
Ozark Air Lines
Douglas Model 2086
Air Transport In Europe...
The Airway to Everywhere*.,
Around the Airports
Post Cards
Deoal Capers.●*●*●●●●●●●●.,

● ● ● I
editorial STAFF 9

25
Paul Collins 3381 Apple Tree Lane Erlanger, Kentucty U1018

Tele:l-606-3i42-9039
Post Cards t John Moore 2062 Sloan Street St. Paul, Minn. 55117
Model News: Steve Kenyon Hi53 Clark Avenue Tuba City, Calif. 95991

Frank J. Lichtanski 1 Helvic #2 Monterey, Calif, 939I4O
Bob Feld 630 East Avenue J-U Lancaster, Calif, 93531*

Joop Gerritsma P.0, Box 776 Welland, Ontario L3B 5R5Tom Kalina

Editor:

Timetables:
Insignia:
International:
Artist:

31
35
37
U7

Contributing Editors! Dave Minton
Peter Black

Notes The reverae side of
containing post card pics have
been left blank intentionally.

pages

George Kinney
Jack Stowers

George Gearley Jeff Matera
Airline Information Club

Please send material that you wished published to any of the people
listed above, paying attention to what department they handle. Any
material you have doubts about as to what oatagory they belong in,
please forward to the editor.

Thank you. 1
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NO change in the Club name. With this
out of the way, I can now go ahead with
plans to have plastic membership cards
made. There has been some suggestions
made about having a Club patch or emblem

of some type made. Anyone having a design
for such a emblem, please send it in and
we'll see what the other members think
about it.
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Sometime back, I asked members if they
would be interested in purchasing a Club
Jacket (wind-breaker). The responce at
that time was Just about nil,
have over 200 members, perhaps a little
more interest can be generated. At that

time a high-quality Jacket could be obtained
for about $13«00, This would cover the

cost of the Jacket and the Club logo printed
on the bade of the Jacket. I would like

to hear from anyone that would be interested
in purchasing such a Jacket. SEND NO MONEY
at this time. I would Just like to get a

idea of how many people would be interested.

The next issue of tne "Log" will bo
devoted to the charter carriers of the

world. We will try to cover all the major
carriers and some of the more important

smaller charter lines. Anyone having any
information on these kind of operators,
is ask to send it in. All such material

will be returned to their owners. Featured
aircraft will be the Lockheed Electra.
I*m sure there is a lot of information

this aircraft floating around out there.
Anyone wishing to do a feature article
this bird is welcome to do so.
any takers? Drop roe a line and let me
know what you have.

I had hoped to have some pictures from
the convention for this issue of the "Log"
but due to problems beyond my control, I *
will not bo able to do so. Hopefully these
pictures will be ready for the next issue,
I would also like to receive any pictures
that was taken by members attending the
convention. These would be returned after
printing.

Now that we

on

on
Do I have

from the left hand seat

As usual, this issue of the "Log" is
a little late getting to you. But after you
check the contents, I don't think you will
mind—at least not much.

Some great material in this issue on
modeling the DC-9 by Steve Kenyon and Dave
Minton. Two in-deapth articles in one
book, you can't beat itj The beginning of
a multi-part series on foreign (to the U.S.)
airlines by our international editor Joop
Gerritsraa. This looks like it will be a

very interesting feature. Post card people
should enjoy this issue also. We are going
to start publishing the Douglas card catalog
that has been put together by John Moore and
Pete Black. Also we will be asking members
to help us set up a system for cataloging
Boeing 727 cards. See the post card section
for additional information on this.
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Marion Pyles will be starting a mini
series this issue on the history of Allegheny
Airlines. This should prove to be a very
interesting series also. We welcome all
those interested in the history of airlines
and airliners to send in material for pub
lishing. You don't have to be a professional
writer to share your information with the
membership,
continues In this issue also. Steve has
up with some real good material for this issue.

Decal Capers by Steve Kenyon
come
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S3Now would be a good time to start
saving those bucks for the convention next
year in Toronto, The Canadians will be
going all out to top this years "event"
and I'm sure you will not want to miss it.
In the next newsletter I will try to have
some info on the DC-3 charter. Until then,
happy collecting, '
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There was comment in the last issue of
the newsletter about changing the name of the
organization. Well, according to letters
received from members so far, there will be
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flying t.hf“ -Stsiggerwlng was considered quite

a privilege by most pilots. In fact, every
thing about the operation was done on a

first-class basis, because the Ozark group

Icnew they were selling a new idea not only

to the public, but also the government,

whom thev were counting on to help support
this public service.

with his bus line experience, T^addie felt

he could use his aviation knowledge to
start a feeder airline.V-

Realizing the finances required for

such a venture were far beyond his means,
Hamilton decided to seek help from Floyd

Jones again. The conservative

was not one to jump into anything, hut
agreed to a meeting in St, Touis with his

lawyers to consider Ijaddie’s proposition.
The meeting was held at the office of B.

T. Mattingly with Jones, !Iamilton and ;●
G, Heyne in attendance, with the enthu
siastic support of Heyne, Laddie managed
to convince Jones and Mattingly to join

I-^ter, on
September 1, 19l43> the company was in
corporated in the state of Missouri under
the name Ozark Airlines,

● Jones

him in financing his airline.

P
In l'3te summer, thev introduced twin-

enrine Cessna T->0 3f>bcats and trraffic
began to grow rapidly, but it also became
increasingly apparent that the federal
certificatinr procedures would take well
into 19^7. Although their finances were
healthy and their traffic revenues growing,
they were operating at a deficit and could
not continue without the federal subsidies
that went along with the federal certificate.
After considerable thought, the operations
were stopped on N .'vember 3, 19US ● Hamilton
would have to continue his fight for their
certificate in hearing rooms and law
offices, but tney had shown the FkA and
the CAB they iaiew how to operate an airline#

In order to win a federal certificate,
the group had to prove they
willing and able" to run a successful air
line. To show themselves better than the
sizable competition, Hamilton decided to
start an airline within the borders of
Missouri. Being intra-state, it needed
no federal certificate,
their plan was to continue until thev re
ceived their certificate and then expand
on their original intra-state route.

ready,were

Once in operation.

Tile next several years saw many more
u:'i3 and downs for Ozark Airlines.
November,
several routes througliout Missouri, Okla
homa and 'Kansas bv a

In
19U6, Ozark was recommended for

CAB examiner. ButZARK when the final Board decision was handed
down in December, 19li7, the Board awarded
the roires to Parks Air Lines, an affiliate
of Parks Air College,
grounds that the Missouri

This was done on the
routes were

On January 10, 19hl>, they started
service over a triangular route between
Springfield, St.
with Springfield as general headquarters,
Flag stops were made at Rolla, Columbia
and Clinton,

Louis and '(anaas City,

Two flights were operated

AIR LIMES

We make it easy for you. economically and goo£:raphically tied to
routes in Illinois and Iowa already awarded
to Parks dr previous hearings, and for
which Ozark had not applied. The Board
noted Ozark’s qualifications, but said
the over-riding economic issue called for
the award of the route to Parks,

each day, both leaving Springfield at 9
a,m

the route and the other going clockwise.
They were known as Routes ffl and #2,
spectively.

one going counter-clockwise around● j

re-

up in the bus business working for Floyd
W. Jones and his MoArk Coach Lines in
Springfield, Missouri. He soon gained
the favor of Mr, Jones and was rapidly
promoted to manage one of his several
companies,
go into business for himself, Mr, Jones
helped him buy a bankrupt bus line. Within
months Laddie had the company operating
profitably and several years later sold
it to Southeast Greyhound,

During this period Laddie also began
flying, eventually earning a commercial
and instructor’s license. By 19h3 he was
spending most of his spare time instructing
in the V/orld War II Army Primary Flight
Training Program, It was at this time that
Mr, Hamilton decided to put his future and
savings into the airline business. Combined

Later, when Laddie wanted to

In 19li3j the federal government com
mitted itself to the establishment of a
"feeder" airline system in the United States.
This system was to channel people, mail and
freight from small cities and communities
to major metropolitan airports where they
could transfer to the trunklines to finish
their journey. In many cases, this would
be the first airline service to these smaller
communities.

Within the next three ^'ears. Parks
Lines would experience severe finan

cial trouble and would not inaugurate ser
vice on its routes before the CAB ordered
a review of its certificate in the form of
the Parks Investigation Ca

case. Parks would lose its
certificate and the Ozark group, who nad
not given up trying to get their certifi
cate, would be awarded a large portion of
the Parks routes, Ozark later bought the
assets ol Parks including several DC-3s
and began scheduled service on the same day
their certificate became effective—26
September, 19'?0.

the out-se ● in
come of the

For aircraft, the company was restrict
ed by wartime availability but managed to
obtain three Beechcraft Staggerwings, a
five-seat cabin biplane that was one of the
classiest and fastest private airplanes
then flying. Ticket counters in St. Louis
and Kansas City were set up and run by
girls who doubled as reservation agents.
The three pilots hired performed more than
the customary flying duties, as they also
acted as ticket takers, baggage men and
flight attendats,
served little to detract from the job since

These extra duties

The opportunity to start an airline
from scratch servicing an entirely new type
of airline customer was both exciting and
challenging to many an enterprising busi
nessman, both in and outside the aviation
community. One such man was H. D. Hamilton,
a regional manager of Southwest Greyhound
Bus Line,

by his friends and associates, had grown up

Mr. Hamilton, known as Laddie

h



There were no bands playing, except
maybe in the hearts of a few optimistic
souls who dreamed of an airline,

passenger boarded Flight 2 that Tuesday-
morning at 6:?8 a.m. Before the aircraft
reached its Chicago destination, another
traveler had boarded in Decatur.

It was September 26, 1950, the day
Ozark Air Lines started operation on its

single route from St. Louis to Chicago.
There were three intermediate stops:
Springfield, 111
Ihrbana*

Only on

Decatur and Chan^jaign/● 9

e

There were also four aircraft, the
venerable DC-3.

i-#uugiu8 introduced Ozark service and used until late 1968.

During the 27 years since that date,
It has been a story of growth for Ozark
Air Lines.

A story of expanded routes,
increasing passenger loads, and new,
modern jet equipment which put the
right There With the Biggest"

recent advertising slogan.

carr

in a

ier
as noted

Before 1950 came to an end, the new
airline had already expanded to five add

itional stations. These were Peoria,
Indianapolis, Burlington, Quincy/Hannibal,
and the Quad Cities area of Moline, East
Moline, Rock Island and Davenport,

Twin-engine Cessna T-50 Bobcat flown during the mid-forties.ABOVE:
Fairchild F-27 Company entered Jet era with this plane In i960.

BELOW: Twin-engine Douglas DC-9 currently being flown by Ozark.
Also, passenger traffic grew to a

grand total of Ii,001 travelers by the time
1951 was welcomed in.

During the next year expansion con-
Six more stations were added to

the system, and the year saw h9,3Sh pass
engers boarded. The new cities were: Cape
Girardeau, Rockford, Paducah, Joplin,
Kansas City, and Springfield, Missouri,

tlnued.

5^

m- ‘.4.

Convair 240 Used for short period in early 60's to expand fleet. t I"*Photograph by:

Ralph I. Brown
There were no big changes during the

next three years, as only three cities
were added to the system.

Columbia in 1952, Milwaukee the following
year, and Jefferson City in 1951*. By this
time passenger traffic had grown to over
156,000 a year.

These were

. t

y
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In 1955 growth was rather dramatic,
however. Eleven stations wore added to
the route network. Up to this time the

Company had been serving cities in Iowa,
Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky,
and Wisconsin, Now Tennessee came aboard
with the addition of Nashville and Clarks-

lartin 404 Added capacity and standardized fleet in mid 60'

sT.

6
OZARK Air Lines Douglas DC-9 Jet
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There wore no bands playing, excapt
maybe in the hearts of a few optimistic
souls who dreamed of an airline. Only one
passenger boarded Flight 2 that Tuesday
morning at 6:?8 a.m. Before the aircraft

reached its Chicago destination, another
traveler had boarded in Decatur.

It was September 26, 19?0, the day
Ozark Air Lines started operation on its
single route from St. Louis to Chicago.
There were three intermediate stops:
Springfield, 111., Decatur and Chan5>aign/
Urbane*

There were also four aircraft, the
▼enerable DC-3*

Douglas DC>3 Introduced Ozark service and used until late 1968.

During the 27 years since that date,
it has been a story of growth for Ozark
Air Lines. A story of expanded routes,
increasing passenger loads, and new,
modern jet equipment which put the carrier
right There With the Biggest" as noted
in a recent advertising slogan.
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Before 1950 came to an end, the new “
airline had already expanded to five add
itional stations. These were Peoria,

Twin-engine Cessna T-50 Bobcat flown during the mid-forties.ABOVE:

Indianapolis, Burlington, Quincy/Hannibal,
and the Quad Cities area of Moline, East
Moline, Rock Island and Davenport.

Fairchild F-27 Company entered Jet era with this planein i960. BELOW: Twin-engine Douglas DC-9 currently being flown by Ozark*

Also, passenger traffic grew to a
grand total of 1^,001 travelers by the time
1951 was welcomed in.

During the next year expansion con
tinued* Six more stations were added to
the system, and the year saw k9,3Sh pass
engers boarded. The new cities were: Cape
Girardeau, Rockford, Paducah, Joplin,
Kansas City, and Springfield, Missouri, Convair 240 Used for short period in early 60’s to expand fleet. Photograph by.

Ralph I. Brown

There were no big changes during the
next three years, as only three cities
were added to the system. These were
Columbia in 1952, Milwaukee the following
year, and Jefferson City in 195^:. By this
time passenger traffic had grown to over
156,000 a year.

In 1955 growth was rather dramatic,
however. Eleven stations were added to
the route network. Up to this time the
Company had been serving cities in Iowa,
Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky,
and Wisconsin, Now Tennessee came aboard
with the addition of Nashville and Clarks-
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fartin 404 Added capacity and standardized fleet in mid 60’s.

OZARK Air Lines Douglas DC-9 Jet
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villa/Hopkinsville/Ft, Campbell,

new cities were: Marion/Herrin, Mattoon/
Charleston, Clinton, Sioux City, Waterloo,
Dubuque, Fort Dodge, Mason City,
Louisville,

Other

and

Also in 1965 the purchase of 21 FH-227B
prop-.jota was announced, and these started
entering the fleet in December 1966. This

was a stretched version of the F-27, and
foretold the long awaited demise of the
DC-3. As many as 26 of that latter aircraft
had been in the fleet at one time. Other
Ozark aircraft had been the Martin UOk and
the Convair 2i*0,

The year 1956 brought the addition of
two more cities—Des Moines and Ottumwa—

while three stations were added in 1957.
These were Cedar Rapids, Minneapolis/St.
Paul and Rochester, which also added Minn
esota to the map.

One big Bilestone was marked on 1957

also. The Company boarded its one million
th passenger on January 19.

many had been carried since that Tuesday
morning in 1950,

That*8 how

Also during 1966 the Company really
System boundaries 7Z^stretched its wings,

were moved westward to the Rocky Mountains
as Denver service was inaugurated, and
Colorado became a Ozark state.

1

is
By now growth and modernization

not to be slowed. The first two-million

passenger year was recorded in 1968, and
the Company sported an all-turbine fleet
for the first time,

last DG-3 flight on October 26, and the
following day only the new DC-9s and FH-227s
were flying the system.

were

Ozark operated its

l-a*

W ■iW'J ■
●» ●

■■ ● - -
i>£'.

mm" ●j*
●-.●WOnce again expansion slowed, and no

additions were made to the system until
1959. That year Omaha, Madison and Iowa
City were added, and Nebraska brought the
number of states served to ten.

Also in 1959 the two million
mark was reached on June 26.

passenge

i-.-iC.

●ft*●#<1

DOUGLAS MODEL 2086Again in 1969, Ozark showed how a littla
company could become even bigger. The sys
tem became two-thirds transcontinental with
the addition of New York and Washington, D,C.
Later in the year Dallas/Pt. Worth was added,
and now the map included New York, Texas
and Virginia,

r

^y
The next year brought a big change in

the character of Ozark. Prop-jets were
Steve Kenyon and Dave Minton

added to the fleet and the Company joined
the turbine powered era,
brought added speed-up to 300 mph and

The new F-27

added passenger capacity with seating for
UO travelers. Also Bloomington, Galesburg
and Kirksville were approved for the line.

This will be a two part article by
Steve and Dave, The article will deal
with both the real bird and material on
modeling the DC-9. While some material
will be repeated, I think you will be
interested in the way the two gentlemen
present their subject,
with Steve's article and then move on
with Dave's presentation.

We will start

reviewing the project, "AhJ Ha,' May the
Grand Old Lady now finally rest in peace,”
He referred, of course, to the retirement
of the DC-3. Thus, a long line of histori
cal chapters finally drew to a close as
writer after writer put finis to the seem
ingly never-ending saga of the workhorse
of the World, Her replacement—a newly
conceived idea proudly stood on the
threshold of a new ars as the Douglas DC-9
appeared on the horizon. And, thus, it
was born.

In 1972 the 20 millionth passenger was
carried on December 3, ^nd three million
pavssengers were carried in one year for the
first time. It had taken over 10 years
to carry that many travelers in the beginningSioux Falls, Mt. Vernon and Sterling/

Rock Falls were added in 1962, followed by
Ft. Leonard Wood and Tulsa in 1963, as
Oklahoma and South Dakota were put on
Ozarks route map.

By 196U five million
been carried,
January 20.

The following two years proved to be
some of the most exciting ever for anyone
involved with Ozark, In 1965 one million
passengers were carried in a year for the
first time, and the planned purchase of
jets was announced. In 1966 Ozark joined
the pure jet era when the first new twin-
enplne DC-9 was placed in service on July
8, As far as any Ozark employee
cerned, the Company had really come of
age with that 560 mph, 75 passenger
aircraft joining the fleet.

passengers had
That total was reached on

was con-

Today the Company serves U6 cities in
15 states. Its system stretches from the
Rocky Mountain city of Denver on the west
to Washington, D,C, dnd New York on the
east, and from Minneapolls/St. Paul south
ward to Dallas At. Worth, The fleet has
grown from four DC-jg to 17 FH-227B oroo-
jet and 31 DC-9 jets.

What next? Well, Ozark is seeking
routes to Phoenix, Canada and Mexico.
With such ideas in mind, it is a little
difficult to tellj

One Bird To Another

1962 was a very good year.

It spawned a significant event which
eventually would have tremendous impact,
socially and economically, on the world.
Although it arrived unheralded and un
announced, witnesses could sense the
excitement it would cause as they read
and re-read a design study just released.
It was known simply as Douglas Model 2086,

Destined for instantaneous fame and
fortune, the DC-9s first airframe began
to take shape at the end of Spring, 196ii.
The passage of a few additional months
produced the first prototype. She emerged
from her dark and cavernous nest to rest
lightly and gently in the speculum of her
full splendor on the tarmac of Mother Earth,
Shortly, man would unbind her and this
magnificient beast would be allowed to
join her contempories in the sky.

Initially, the DC-9 was manufactured
as a single version with two variants—the

model 11 and the model l5. The difference

Thanks to Charles R. Ehlert,
Manager, News Bureau for Ozark
Air Lines for the preceding his
tory of his Company,

This study pioneered the way for the
fabrication of still another variety of
airplane. Only this airplane was destined
to become the successor to the “World
Famous" DC-3. As one writer stated, after

9
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between the former and the latter was

engines, fuel capacity and weight. This
series proved to be very airworthy and
economical much to the delight of the
airlines. So well, as a matter of fact,
the airlines began clamoring for addi
tional variants. Thus, four additional
series—a total of five all together—
became a reality under the superb direc
tion and leadership of Douglas Aircraft
Corporation,

models provided by tne aircraft manufact
urer. Which kit to use for your model
would have to be based on your individual
requirements and availability of one
more kits in your locale. If your local

hobby shop does not have what you want,
try contacting one of the advertisers
located on the back inside cover of this
issue of the "Log'',

or
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in the -30 series while the Entex kit
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other series of the DC-9, the modeler
is left to his own ingenuity or resort
to using vac-u-formed conversion kits.
Presently, one vac-u-form kit is
duced which provides a choice of either
the -10 or the -50 series,
a complete novice (like I am) in working
with vac-u-form kits, try writing to
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as full span leaciing ecige slats anc3
cJouble-slottecJ flaps. The span was also
increased, along with each series increas
ed fuselage lengths. The series -UO and
50 also had the height of the vertical
stabilizers increased by six additional
inches. The latter two series had in
creased fuel capacity over the other three
series. The -50 series was also re-design-
ed inside for greater passenger comfort and
service. Actual dimensions will be listed
in later paragraphs for the modeler'
ference.
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Td2; i: CVJDrew Eubanks in Chicago, He's an ex
perienced modeler who is full of hints
and really enjoys assisting other people
with their modeling problems. His com
plete address is in the WAHC membershiproster.
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depicting various DC-9s. Dave Minton's
article will follow.
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Models of the DC-9 are mainly provided
by Airfix and Entex:
while Entex is 1:100 scale,
some other models such as the Aurora 1:72
scale "giant" plus a number of desk size
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Modeling the DC-9

Some typical examples
given below—these are not to

you see it*
are

any given scale.

edge of the wing and_3 from behind
the trailing edge. I personally
deleted areas which contained doors,
30 I would not have to fill them in

later. Thus, one can make cuts A,
A^, B and and remove these sec
tions, as shown 3jn sketch 1. When
removing windows, be sure to saw
each different window at the same
relative location—i.e. saw each at

the leading or trailing edge of the
window frame. This is shown in

sketch 1, Also, the wings must be cut
and sanded down, as shown in sketch 2.
Be sure to put the Series 30 wingtip
on the Series 10 wing.

In modeling the DC-9, one has several
choices. Thus, even though a recent issue
of IPM5 Quarterly discussed the DC-9, this
article in no way repeats that article.

There are several DC-9 kits on the market,
which are as follows:

overly done,

have to be done in either SAS, TDA

Swissair marks. As it happens however,
the kit is not really a Series UO,
being too short by about S mm. Since
it would perhaps be most popular
a Series 30, the conversion is as
follows: From the front, count back
15 windows on the left side,
move one.

As a Series UO, it would
or

as

and re-

This will keep all of the

a/c makerscale decals

antennas intact in the event you want
to use them. Starting with the last
window, count forward 2 windows and
remove 2, When removing windows, cut

white
1/72
1/100
1/100
1/120
1/120
l/2hh

DC-9-10
DC-9-iiO
DC-9-iiO
DC-9-10
DC-9-10
DC-9-30

Aurora
Nitto
Entex
Revell
Revoll
Airfix

Hughes
TDA
SAS
SAS

Aero Mexico
KLM n/c reach window at the same relative

location, i.e, at the leading or trail
ing edge of the window fram. (See
drawing for the Airfix kit). In order
to make this kit into a Series hO,
count back 15, as before, and put in
a window from another kit. The Nitto/
Entex kit barely captures the shape of
the fuselage cross section.

For the Series 50, add 5 windows in
front of the wing and add 3 in back,
I added the ones I took from the

Series 10 conversion, which meant I
had to fill in a lot of doors anyhow,
but it was cheaper than chopping up
a new kit. You should also add the

little nose formers, as indicated in
sketch 3. The results of all this

effort may be seen in photo 3*

Besides the above, the Aurora kit has
in the past come boxed with KIK, TWA, EAL
and Air Canada decals. And the Revell kit
has been boxed with Delta, Prototype and
Aeronaves markings. In addition, Revell
had made available, in the past, the

following decals: Ozark, Bonanza, KLM o/c,
Iberia o/c, Alitalia o/c. Air Canada, Swiss
air, Southern o/c, and Allegheny o/c.

silverIt.grey

all silver Or
all It.grey

Revell DC-9: This is an old kit and fit is
mediocre at best. There is some flash
and quite a few sink holes. The sur
face detail is quite interesting, but
not very useful. It is raised and
somewhat overdone. On the plus side,
the general shape and outline allow
one to build a pretty pleasing model,
as photo 1 will illustrate. Some

Currently available are the following
decals for the Airfix kit: Micro Scale

Sheet -6—Hawaiian Air n/c, Hughes Air-
west, Texas International n/c, and EAL.
Sheet ii/i-l8—AIM n/c, Atlantis, Alisarda
and TDA. Sheet iUi-23—JAT, Garuda and
North Central, From Fowler one can obtain
Southern n/c and Austrian. All of these
decals are available from Victor 66, A
note on Micro sheet Ii2i-l8: In order to be
correct, this requires conversion of the
Airfix kit to a Series iiO for TDA and a
Series li: for Alisarda. The other two are
correct as Series 30*
with the cheat lines printed so painting is
held to a minimum. Also, the fuselage
markings for the ALM and the Hawaiian Air
models are given on the decal sheet.

KIT REVIEWS

Sheet hh~23 comes

Wing and Tail Colors: DC-9 wings and tails
come in a prelity wide variety of colors,.
If you are really picky, then you will
have to get a photo of the wing and
tail of the particular aircraft you
intend to model, which may bo a lot
easier said than done. Even so, the
wing and/or tail on that same aircraft

may be painted different the next time Decals* If you do not want to make
suggestions are-Us. Micro
__i 30 decals to make the

following Series ?0: (typ^al
trations are given where toora by me)
Swissair (HB-I3M) try CV990 decals
for this onej EAL; Hawaiian Air(t6l9HA),
and Fowler Austrian (OE-LDL) or 727
Delta for (N801E). For the Series 10,
use Micro Scale EAL (N09OIE); Texas
International (N5726) and Hughes Air-
west (N9351)- If YOU feel a bitraore
adventurous, some profiles are given.
For some of these, you can get the
decals from another sheet, but ey

may not be the correct size: Examp e,
FWA tail logo from Airfix 727 and Air
California sunflower from the Micro
Scale sheet are both a bit large

the DC-9 tail, but they would probably
look alright. Also note: you may find

r /

V

Airfix kits; Austrian -50;PHOTO 3:

Hawaiian Air -30; Alisarda -10, Models
of Austrian and Alisarda converted as

photos of these same aircraft painted

own, some
Scale Series

explained in the article.

PHOTO 1: Revell 1/120 DC-9-15 with Revell
decals. Note: For Series 30, white curves
down at nose to lower part of fuselage.

Because of the availability of the
Airfix kit and decals for it, most of this
article will focus on it.

construction notes:I have seen this kit made Be sure to clean out

all of the tabs before assembly, especially
the ones for the wing fences, flap guides
and landing gear. If

you do not want to

Aurora DC-9:
 into a very nice Lockheed S^h Viking,

Nitto/Entex DC-9:

very good 7nd flash is at a minimum.
The surface detail is nice and not

The fit of the kit is

I  on the kit, theuse the windows supplied

18
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Micro scale L-1011 windows (sheet

Uii-13) are near correct size. They
somewhat smaller than the kitare

problems with the kit are pretty

serious. The plastic is quite thin
(probably 20 thou, though I haven*t

miked it), and this presents some

very formidable problems in getting
a good joint, even with formers. This

is especially a problem with the

Series 50 as it is so long, (It has
been rumored that the surface detail

was done by the Hrencher’^ of Matchbox

fame.) In any event, the detail is

windows, but the kit windows appear
a little too large,

the kit windows, fill them in with
India ink and the result will be as

On using the old decals,

If you do use

photo 1.
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they are quite brittle, so coat them
with some strong flexible clear agent,
such as Floquil Crystal Cote, before
removing them from the sheet. Revell
captures very near the correct shape
for the fuselage cross section.
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Alrftx DC-9-30s As you may have gathered
by now, this kit does not capture
the correct shape for the cross sec
tion of the fuselage. There are
other errors
seriousness:
tailplane appears to be located just
a little too far back; (2) the scribing
for the overwing escape doors is lo
cated one window forward of the cor
rect locationj (3) the little domes
on the fuselage are incorrectly shaped.
(They should be teardrop shaped in
stead of square. I simply remove them
altogether)5 (U) the nose appears to
taper just a little too rapidly, which
tends to make the model appear a little
longi (5) the antenna and landing gear
doors are way to thick; (6) and finally
one needs to drill out the APU, located
over the right engine pylon. There are
a few other details one could correct,
but for the most part this will do it.
Of course, best is to check against a
photo of the actual aircraft you intend
to model for such things as location of
escape doors. Nonetheless, the kit
makes into a very presentable model, as
photo 2 will illustrate. The fit of the
kit is very good, except for a small
amount of filling on the underside of
the wing fuselage joint and the thrust
reverse guides, which are broken about
half of the time anyhow. Scribing is
light and pretty adequate.

Conversion of Series 30 to Series 10, 50?
fhere are two ways to go—either use
the Griffon conversion kit or brass
it out.
Griffon conversion kitt This kit is
available from Victor 66, I really
wish I could say great things about
it because I applaud the idea—but the

of various degrees of
:  (1) the horizontal
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Airfix DC-9-30 with Mico Scale ● h
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absolutely meaningless at best. The
windows and extensions from the orig
inal "mystery master" for the mold
show easily and must therefore be

(Note: for some strange
reason, this kit does not capture the
correct fuselage cross section, exactly
as the Airfix kit does not). The ^
engine pylons are a mess and at least
one kit (mine) is overrun with bubbles.
Finally, the directions for converting
the Series 30 wing to a Series 10
wrong,
trepidation.

sanded out.

are
I await the Viscount with great

It is true, as some will

n n
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tell you, that you can make the kit
into a very satisfactory model of the
Series 10 or the Series 50.
can in fact do the

But you
same thing with pin

Q

e
sweepings—given time,

resources, patience and the "knack"
The question is whether or not it is
worth it. The alternative is pretty

cones or floor

simple●
Brass it out;

from the Airfix Series 30, delete 6
windows from in front of the leading

To make a Series 10
21
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a\I 13HAWAIIAN DC-9-15 N902HS Cabin top whit*,

silver bottom. Cheat line, tail design

red. Birds on engin*, nose are red with

white outline, word Hawaiian in white
written on them. Word on fuselage black.

Tail work, registration number white.
Nose is black.

differently than the profiles. Don't

b* alarmed, happens all of the time.
All of the profiles were done either

from photos or Douglas painting
instructions for the DG-9.

In cas* you want something ev*n

different, try: Northeast (yellow-

bird); Martinair; Spantax, Ansett;
TAA; Finnair and BWIA.

may be done in either old or new color
schemes.

All in all, the DC-9 is a great little

plane to modeli

Description of following profiles.

OZARK DC-9-15 N972Z:

silver below,

gray band.
Cheat line, logo and swallows, medium

green, swallow only on green part of

tail, white. Registration number black*

Cabin top white,
silver below. Nose anti-glare panel

black. Cheat line and logo gold with

thick red outline. Registration number
black. Engine nacelle gold with silver
front and back.

mor*

Most of these

Cabin top white.
Nose tip black with

Anti-glare panel black.

STANDARD DC-9-15 Nii90SA:

PART 1
riPANjf IP0II31I IN

EIP P € IP IE
by

Joop GerritsmaReferences used by Steve Kenyon in his
article,

Jane's All the World's Aircraft edited by

John W, R, Taylor, 6 volumes fo^r years

1970 through 1976,
Military Aircraft of the World J, W, R.

Taylor and G. Sw^nborough, 1971.
Jane's Pocket Book of Military Transport

amd Training Aircraft ̂ ohn Taylor.

Airliners Since 19U6 by Kenneth Munson.

Air Enthusiast ̂ ol. Editors, Green and
Swanborough.

Air Enthusiast Vol* 6, Editors, Green and
S wa nb or ouji.

Pictures and schematic drawings (cut-aways,
etc.) furnished by Messr's Bob Petit of

Canada and Ralph Winterburn of Australiio

Drawing of proposed DG-9 from Flying

Magazine November, 1959, Vol. 65, I^o. 5*

This is the first part of a continu-
int series in which our International

Editor takes a look at the history and
present status of the airline industry in

Europe. The most difficult part in writ-

ing this series is not what to use, but

what to leave out, since we can only
offer limited space for this material.

Therefore we will not publish long lists
of fleet registrations,

extensively elsewhere, in particular in
the annual JP and AIR BRITAIN fleet list

publication. Present-day activities are

also widely covered in many publications
and therefore the emphasis in this series

'^ill be on the history of the various
companies,

be mentioned, mainly for space reasons,

V/ithin these limitations. North American

readers will get an insight in the past

activities in Europe otherwise not easily
available on this side of the Atlantic and

therefore less well known.

They are covered

Only the major airlines will

But during the late Twenties six
airlines built up a network that covered

all of the country’s main centers and

went into Germany, France, Greece, Turkey,
across the Adriatic and to Tunis and lybia

in North Africa. Equipment used was mainly

from German (Junkers, Dornier) and Dutch

(Fokker) origin, with a few Italian air
craft.

Soon only the two most-powerful lines.

Fiat-backed Avio-Lines Italiane (ALI) and

state-owned Societa Aerea Meditarranea

(SAM), survived. In 193U SAM took over

the four other pioneer lines to form Ala

Littoria, Italy's national airline. While
ALI continued its domestic network and

expanded to various southern and eastern

European capitals and to North Africa,

All airline activity came to an end, how

ever, with the outbreak of './orId War II in

1939 P.r)6 by the following year al] commer

cial flying in Italy came to a standstill.

In 1939 a new line, Linee Aeree Trans-
continentali Italians (LATl) was formed to

fly to Brazil and Argentina, The service

operated only for one year before the war
put an end to it.

Because of their late start, Italian

airlines never operated converted warplanes
on their first services like most other

European nations did,

shopping for equipment in Germany, Holland

and Britain, They also operated a small
number of Italian Cant and Savoia Marchetti

flying boats.

Instead they went

air CALIFORNIA DC-9-lii N3961: "

whit*, silver below. Tail and
Cabin top
- upper

part of cheat line medium orange with
very thin black line above which

wider as it approaches the tail. Nose
lower part of cheat line, and rear of *

fuselage, black. Engine nacelle black

with silver leading edge. Registration
number white.

gets

Photographs and drawings used in Dave

Minton's article were all provided by
the author.

ITALT

A tip of the editor's liat to both Dave

and Steve for providing us with a wealth

of modeling information on the DC-9.

Well done guyal

Most European countries established

airlines linking their major centers with

foreign destinations as early as 1919-70
when the first World War had barely ended.
In Italy air services did not start until
1926, however,

start are the high Alps to the north,
which were at best difficult to cross for

the early transport aircraft, while the
vast expanses of the Mediterranean on the

other sides impared air travel in those

directions. Domestically there was a

good system of surface transportation

which did not entice the setting up of
airlines either.

Main reasons for this late

TWA DC-9-lJl NI05IT:
silver bottom,

enti-gler* panel and registration

bers black

AUEGHENT DC-9-Iii N61U0A: Cabin top white

silver below. Cheat line, lower part of^

logo and title on tail royal blue, Upp«r
part of logo, word on fueelag* red. Words

"vista jet" and registration number black.
Nose black on end with gray band, anti

glare panel black.

Cabin top white.
Cheat line red. Nose

num-

COMING

Boeing 707 DC-8 Comet IV

Trident Caravelle Vanguard

Viscount Electra
It was not until the late Twenties

that the Italian industry began turn^g
Cand and SM de
boats for South

out its own airliners,

veloped a line of flying

Martin

25
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AIRLINES
Europe and also soon ordered DC-8s«. At
present the main lines are operated with
DC-9, DC-10, Boeing 727 and Booing 7U7s»
It has an extensive domestic, European
and intercontinental network*

ty‘

Atlantic and Mediterranean services,
Caproni built single and three-engined
high-wing aircraft and Fiat developed
several fine twin-engined low-wing trans
ports, the final one of which, designated
G-18, was a direct answer to the DC-2.
Savoia Marchetti also designed a success
ful series of land planes, the best-known
of which were the S-73, S-7U, S-7^ and
S-83* Some of these also sold outside

Ital7*

The other main carriers are ITAVI&
which was formed in 1958 and presently

operates a scheduled donwstic network and
charter service all over Europe with a
fleet of DC-9 and Fokker F-28 aircraft.
AERO TRANSPORTI ITALIANI (ATI) was formed
in 1963 as a domestic subsidiary of Ali
talia. Presently it offers scheduled
"Aerobus” passengers services to 30
Italian cities with DC-9 and Fokker F-27
aircraft. ALISARDA dates back to 1963
and started as an air taxi operator in
Sardinia, Now, scheduled services are
flown to several Italian and French cities

with DC-9 and Fokker F-27 equipment, AVIO
LIGURE took over the assets of Aertirrena
in 1975 to link Florence with Rome and

Milan, and to operate charter services.
The fleet is two Yak UOs, with two more
on order. SOCIETE AEREA MEDITERRANEA
(SAM) was re-formed in 1959 as the non-IATA
subsidiary of Alitalia for charter sorviceso
For many years SAM operated its own air
craft (ox-Alitalia DC-6B and Caravelle)
but now it uses Alitalia aircraft and
personnel as and when necessary.

n. ■'(i.i,,..
’.V*‘ .

V

Civil aviation was again allowed in
Italy in 19U7 and by the end of the year
eight airlines were active on a number of
domestic and European services. The two
biggest were Aerolineo Italians Inter-
nazionali (Alitalia) with support from
British European Airways, and Linee Aeree
Italiane (lAI) backed by TWA. The other
lines soon disappeared or merged into
ALI (resurrected from the pre-war line of
that name), but this company soon merged
into lAI.

ABOVE: ALITALIA uses Boeing 7U7 a/c on its intercontinental services, I-DEMA
(7U7-lii3) "Noil Alden Armstrong” is shown at Turin, June h, 1970,

BELOW: When SAM still used its own aircraft, Douglas DC-6B I-DIMI was one
of them. Aircraft shown here at Turin, March 19, 1968,

Both Alitalia and LAI developed ex
tensive networks, with lAI getting the
upperhand in Europe and on the North
Atlantic, and Alitalia strong in the
other parts of the world. But in 1957
the government put an end to the compe
tition and duplication and both lines
merged into one newly established, govern
ment-backed, airline, Alitalia, Since
then steady expansion took place in both
network and equipment.

At the end of the hostilities,
Alitalia started with a fleet of three-
engined Fiat 0-12 and four-engined Savoia
Marchetti SM-95 landplanes, and lAI was
equipped with DC-3s and BEA Lancastrians,
ALI*s initial eqiupment comprised G-12/212s
and DC-3s, soon replaced by DC-6s, Alitalia
ordered Convair 3U0s and DC-6Bs, followed
by Convair UUOs and DC-7Ca.
Viscounts were delivered to lAI before
the amalgamation, but L-16U9 Starliners
that were ordered, were never delivered.

After the merger Alitalia soon showed
itself to be a pioneer and leader. It was

of the first Caravelle ,iet operators

Soma British

one

(Both photos by J, Gerritsma)

SPAIN

Jr
^ I-QIMI

The pioneer airline in Spain, COMPANIA
ESPANOIA do TRAFICO AEREO (CETA) started a
service from Spain to Spanish Morocco in
1921 with converted single-^ngincd DH-9
day bombers for 2-3 passengers,
Gennan Dornier Komet U-passenger cabin
plane was added.

Soon a

founded.In 1925 a second airline was
UNION AEREA ESPANOIA (UEA) started domestic
services and a line to Portugal with Gennan
Junkers aircraft. 1927 saw the founding of
IBERIA to link Barcelona and Madrid, the
country*s two biggest cities.

Then, in 1929, the three lines merged
into CONCESSIOnIriI S™.
CIOWADES S,A. (CLASSA), but the line was

26
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AIRWAYS

EUROPE - AFRICA

SOUTH AMERICA
I. A. T. A. Member

Ottor aircraft. AIR SPAIN folded two years

It had been operating a fleet ofago.
dissolved in 1932 and its assets taken

over by a government-owned airline,
LINEAS AEREAS POSTAIES ESPANOLAS (LAPE)^

LAPE soon expanded to many domestic,
European and North African cities with
five DC-2, All operation were suspended,
however, on the outbreak of the Spanish
Civil Was in 1936. When Europe became
engulfed by the second World War in 1939-
19U0, a devastated Spain had just emerged
from three years of civil war and remained
outside the larger conflict.

DC-8s and Bristol Britannias on mainly
TRABAJOS AEREOS yEuropean charter work,

ENIACES started operations in 1967 and now
employs DC-8 and Caravellos on charter and
inclusive tour work,
another Caravelle operator working the
charter passenger and cargo market.

TRANS EUROPA is

PORTIGAL

Portugal*s air transport history is
rather short and straight-forward compared
to that in many other countries. Air ser
vices started in 193U when SOCIEDADE AERO-
PORTUGITEZA was formed with help from AIR

FRANCE to operate from Lisbon to Tangier,
in North Africa, later extending this route
to Casablanca, Morocco,
meagre
when services were suspended,
sumed in 19Uh, but the lino ceased opera
tions again in 1953> this time for good.

The firm led a

existence until the end of 19U2,
They re-

j
A new company, IBERIA, was set up

by the government in 19ii0 to operate
domestic and North African services,
but the latter were halted when the
Allied forces invaded North Africa in

19ii3« A shortage of fuel put a complete
halt to flying that year.

AB(NKi IBERIA operates many domestic services with Fokkor F-27s. EC-BOC, a series
F-27-iiOO, is shown here at Madrid in January of 197^, (John Wegg photo)

Service re-started in 19h5 and from
then on, IBERIA has never looked back.
Domestic, European and Intercontinental
services were added. The inevitable DC-3n

and DC-Us. made way for Convair and
Super Constellations, The line was one
of the earliest to offer Caravelle jet
service in Europe and today it flies

Boeing 7U7 and 727, DC-8 and DC-9 and
Fokker F-27 equipment.

Independent airline operations in
Spain started in 19U8 with the founding
of AVIACION y COMERCIA (AVIACO), Main
purpose was to operate freight services
with the bulbous Bristol Freighter, but
soon passenger services followed domest
ically and to other European countries.
Initial equipment was DC-3 and DH-llli>
later followed by Convairs, Today*s

passenger and cargo fleet for scheduled
and charter services includes DC-8, DC-9>
Caravelle and F-27 aircraft.

BEIIW: SPANTAX is one of the few remaining Convair 990A operators. Their EC-BJD
is here seen at Amsterdam, February 15, 1971. (Gerritsma photo)

In 19h$ TRANPORTES AERECS PORTTOUE^
(tap) was formed by the government to pio
neer air routes for commercial airlines.

A service from Lisbon to Oporto was started
and turned over to COMPANHIA TEIANSPORTES

AEREOS (CTA), a private firm, within the
year. However, on 19U7 TAP became a normal
airline and CTA was absorbed, TAP started

scheduled operations, linking domestic
points, opening many European services and
also building up a network to the many
African and Asian colonies of Portugal, as
well as to other countries. Initial equip

ment was DC-3s, soon upgraded to DC-^. ̂
1953 TAP was sold to private interests and

It alsothree Super Connies were ordered,
added the Caravelle in the early Sixties.
Today, intercontinental services are flown
with Boeing 7U7 and 707 a/c, while in
Europe the Caravelle has given way to the
Boeing 727.SPANTAX started life in 1959. Its

founder was an IBERIA DC-8 captain who
SPANTAX on the side with DC-3 on some

Soon
ran
scheduled domestic taxi services,

Another Portuguese airline, SATA,
operates two HS-7h8s in the Portuguese-
owned Azores island off the African wes

coast.

the line switched to charter work and to

day it operates a fleet of DC-8-61, DC-9,
CV-990A, DG-7C/F, DC-6, DC-3 and Twin

■-1-»

--End Part 1—
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THE AIRWAY TO EVERYWHERE

by

Marion C. Pyles

Airline histories are usually drab and

boring to read. This one will probably
be no different, but my intentions are to

make the story as enlightening and pleasurable

to read as possible. This is a story of

ideas, inventions, dreams and schemes that

evolved into the sixth largest passenger

carrying airline in the United States and

eighth largest in the free world. This is

the story of Allegheny Airlines, Inc.
This story is dedicated to the flying

mechanic who reeled in the first bag of
mail ever snatched in a demonstration at

the Chicago World's Fair in 1934. The
information contained in this first in-

Traction Company as an oral surgeon.
Here, he became associated with one of

the men who helped make the Wright

brothers' first flight a success. It

was Cyrus Mead of Dayton, Ohio who helped

spark Dr. Adams' interest in aviation.
Dr. Adams was on vacation in Cali

fornia in 1909 when he met the famous

Glenn L. Martin. The two men became

friends. This friendship served to

deepen Dr. Adams' interest in aviation.
Dr. Adams also became interested in real

estate while in California. There, he

negotiated the sale of several large
ranches and oil properties. He purchased
Pauma ranch at the foot of Palomar

mountain near San Diego. It was because
of this that he had to learn more about

agriculture and its problems.

It was this necessity which prompted

Dr. Adams to invent the spiral plow, a

rotary plowing machine, a stump cutter
and a tree saw. He manufactured the

spiral plow in East St. Louis, Illinois
from 1914 until 1918. He returned to

dental surgery at Longview, Washington
until 1923 and Seattle from 1923 through
1928.

stallment has been largely supplied by

that mechanic, Victor Yesulaites. Vic

was a man of principle. He believed that
n man should work when there was work to

be done and he could loaf the rest of the

time. Vic was a lot of things to a lot

of people, but to this writer, Vic was a
friend and collaborator who wanted the

true story of Allegheny told in unembellish
ed truth. I give you this story more than

two years after the death of my good friend.

I give it to you in the way he would have
wanted it.

The story will be told in several
installments in succeeding issues of the

"Captain's Log". Here follows the complete

history of Allegheny.

Dr. Lytle Schuyler Adams was born at
Paint Lick, Kentucky, January 31, 1883.
He received his academic education at the

public schools in Mt. Vernon, Kentucky,
the Mt. Vernon Collegiate Institute and

the University of Kentucky. He was gradu
ated D.D.S. from St. Louis University

in 1905.

ABOVE; TRaNS EUROPA operates Caravelles. EC-BRX, a series IIR is shown out of
service at Milan in April of 197ii* (Gerritsma photo)

BELOW: TAP has this Boeing 707-382B for its longer routes,
taxing at Paris in 1976. (Gerritsma photo)

CS-TBB is caught

Y h-
t  f
:  k

Dr. Adams invented the Air Mail

Pick-up system in 1927 and gave up his

dental practice again in 1928 to devote

full time to developing this latest

invention. The system was designed to

permit the non-stop pick-up and delivery
The original invention was

a slat
of air mail,

a large metal pan which tapered on

to a slot. The plane would swo
down

op
trailing a cable which was weighted
with a steel ball on the end.

would hit the pan and travel up the
slant where the slot trapped the ball

the objects and

The ba

causing it to pick up

ll

During the four years following his
graduation. Dr.

in Parsons, Kansas at the State Hospital.

He was also employed by the Parsons

Adams was an oral surgeon

carry them away.

The system was patented under two, /

'“"r-r
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Vic Yesulaites, craftsman and air pick
up mechanic from the day of All American’s

birth, couldn't quite make up his mind
to drive the several hundred odd miles

The demonstration had begun. The Stinson
SRIO, NX21107 with pilot Norman Rintoulat

the controls and flight mechanic Victor

Yesulaites in the back began its run on the

Capitol Mall. The Stinson would glide down

with a grapple hook extending on a cable

reaching down and behind it. The grapple
hook would make connection with the loop

set up on the ground by Harry Stringer and

Vic would reel the mail bag into the bottom
of the airplane.

The method was effective and convinced

the Postmasters in attendance. There was

some danger in the method though because

the grapple would sometimes begin gyrating
round and round and from side to side.

No matter how much Norm would center the

airplane between the poles, there was the

chance that the grapple would be off to one

or the other of the two poles set up on
the ground. There were some instances

v;here the grapple actually came back up

and struck the airplane after making

contact with the ground while gyrating
intensively.

The problem was serious, but much
research was to follow. The answer was

right in front of everyone. The Washington

demonstration had been productive in more

ways than one because it brought out many
of the major problems inherent in the

pick-up as it existed at the time.
Finally, it was Vic who came up with
the solution.

It was very simple consisting of

two pieces of wood which fit between the

sides of a ring assembly. As the airplane

came down between the poles with the grapple

catching the suspension line and sliding to

the monkey fists which were at the nearest

end, the jaws of Vic's suspension mechanism
were pulled slightly off center easing the

shock of the connection as they tightened
on their trip of 27 feet to the monkey

fists opposite the connection. An il

lustration which is part of the original
patent is shown herein for the reader's

enlightenment.
Vic was known widely as a tippler as is

evident in this story told about him in

the March 1945 issue of "Pick-Up", the

house organ of All American Aviation:

patents; the first being August .".I, 1>31

and the second on May 10, 1932. Dr.
Adams won a medal at the World's Fair in

Chicago during 1934 for his work with the

air mail pick-up system. He had the only

exhibition sponsored by the management.

Dr. Adams completed pick-up tests

during the 1934-36 years and began oper

ation of Tri-State Aviation Corporation

in early 1937. Home offices were at

Wheeling, West Virginia. The operation
V7as really an air express system for

department stores. It was planned for

quick package delivery since messages

could be delivered faster by telephone.

"Doc" Adams had proven experiments

on land and on sea with the pick-up.
He had demonstrated it all over the East.

The only apparent problem was that the

Post Office had to be sold on the idea;
special legislation would have to be

enacted for pick-up air mail service and

capital had to be acquired.

Post Office support and proper legis

lation were taken care of by one of the

greatest friends in Congress that aviation
ever knew. This support came from West

Virginia's Respresentative Jennings
Randolph of Elkins,
located when "Doc" interviewed Felix and

Richard DuPont of the Delaware family.
The DuPonts had formed the Elton Invest

ment Corporation to aid budding new

business projects. The DuPonts were very

strongly in favor of any aviation projects.

Richard Chichester DuPont was a shy
and quiet young man, but a champion of

aviation in his own right. He held many
glider distance records. Richard saw the

potential immediately for the experimental

mail pick-up system. He envisioned it as

a proving ground for flying equipment as
well as air service to towns not fortunate

enough to have airports. On October 1,

1938, Richard paid all of the debts
held against Tri-State Aviation and its

All American Aviation division. There

was a stock agreement made with Dr. Adams
ss Dick DuPont and Arthur Davis became

the lone financial backers of the nev;

company.

The capital was

against some strong odds because

master James Farley was of the opinion
that experimenting with new air mail

routes was needless. DuPont was up
to the task though, because the Air Ms.:'.."

Act" had "authorized the Postmaster

General to experimerit with new and
supplemental means o

by air".

?e-

II

f transporting ma
The youthful DuPont

home for turkey, only to return to

Wilmington for one day before the weekend.

Nailing sympathetic Ai Tyson, Vic started
at 4:00 in the afternoon to drown his

sorrows, winding up with two hamburgers
at the Toddle House at 4:00 in Che

morning. Al's mama no longer allows him
to play with Vic".

in possession of the only patented
method for the aerial

was now

non-stop delivery

It was the only
such method approved by both the CAA

(Civil Aeronautics Authority,

Federal Aviation Administration - FAA)
and the Post Office Department.

All American Aviation evoked the
idea that the airline would

and pick-up of mail.

now the

encompass

Dec. 29, 1942. 2,306,680V. YESULAITES

l.OAD SUShF.NSlON MECHANi.Mr

Filed Jan. 10, ,1940

of America, although the company
had been known as Tri-State Aviation in

the post. Prior to the DuPont takeover;
he and Dr. Adams had gotten into a

>

violent argument about the

It was a trivial matter
name change,

to be sure, but

young Richard had acquired an unhappy
partner in addition to a disinterested
Postmaster General.

On the upside of things

experience of four employees in the

person of pilot, Norman Rintoul,
Johnny Graham, Harry Stringer and
last but

Yesulaites.

was the

not least mechanic, Victor
Victor had been involv

-n (●
U ZS

\.

ed
with enough adventures in aviation that
someone should
him alone.

go into a history of
4-

All American's president and chie?
benefactor had a few irons in the fire
of his own. When Postmaster
failed to award Farley

any new routes , the
young president decided he^  would
demonstrate the pick-up at the Post-
masters Convention in
during November 1938.
would be perfect.

Washington
The timing

The plan was put inmotion.
The demonstration was set up or

the mall in front of the Capitol by
Harry Stringer as he erected the tvo
28' high poles. Each pole had a 2' b-
5' sheet metal marker and they were
spaced 54' apart. Three inch hemp
rope was strung between the

hooked to the top of each by a spring
clip forming a loop at the bottom to"'
which the mail bag was fastened.

poles

All American Aviation was born with
the idea that the pick-up would cover all
of North and South America. The system
v.T.>uld connect all small towns with the
‘ninh airline system, Dick DuPont was up

j



Around The Airports
_  'bY

■Soer

l<A ^The lastr time we got together
we talked about tne Tokyo Interna
tional Airport. This tune around
I will cover Honolulu International,
Dallas-Fort Worth, and J.F.K.

The new Dallas-Ft. Worth
Airport is a complete WdSte of
time as far as taking pictures
is concerned. There are no
viewing decks at any of the
terminals so you must take pics
through tne glass windows. All
the airlines are located in
different terminals, spread
out over miles. There is no
place to take pics by the run

ways as the airport extends
over many miles from the ends
of the runways, Don*t waste

your time at this place.

c »

Honolulu International Airport
can be reacned from downtown
Honolulu by car or local bus.
The local bus is the best way and
can be plcKed up along Waikiki
Beach or at the Ali Moana shopping
center. The terminal is divided
mainly into two separate areas;
the local service, Hawaiian Airlines
and Aloha Airlines and the international
service, (See drawing on opposite page.)
There is no viewing deck in either area
but the international terminal is a wide
open building along one side, having no
windows, but being more like a porch.

●-t.-
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The older Dallas airport. Love Field,
is a waste of time also. Only one airline
is located here aivd there are no viewing
areas open to the public,
of smaller traffic at Love, corporate and
other light planes and Braniff still has
its main base here,
off the

There is a lot

You can take pictures
airport if you park up by the

/

The building is shaped like a f M, with
ali parking of aircraft on the inside legs
of the terminals. The three fingers and

r
/

northwest highway at the approach end of
the runway, using a telephoto lens.

part of the central pier are closed off
for security reasons, but
almost all of the gates from the
Mentioned. A telephoto lens is necessary
but you can cover ail gate areas with
trouble. And, since most of the aircraft
operated into Hawaii are wide-bodies, you
should get some good shots.

you can see
open area

no

I

i^.F.K, International Airport is also
spread out over many separate terminals,
and there are no viewing decks worth
standing on.
the roof of the International arrival
building, but its almost useless for
picture taking as most of tne planes are
parked in a row, nose onto the terminal
building about 300 yards away,
viewing deck is located in the center of
the building which is shaped "Tl
can see only the central gates,
place to take pictures is
the Pan Am terminal, where there is a car
garage that has a open roof which allows
some good picture taking. There is no
other place on the airport to take pic
tures, but beca
are

There is a small one on

Also the

SO you
The best

the roof ofon

use of their location, ther

\I

-Tv In order to get some pictures of the
local carriers, you can walk over to the
Ewa Concourse,
deck,
can go to the baggage claim area and shoot
through the fence,
some pictures is if you exit the airport
and follow the perimiter fence to the
other side of the "local” ramp. This is
a public road and you should have
trouble or be bothered by anyone.

There is no place to get any take-off
or landing pics since the runways are far
off, A bonus at H.I.A, is there are quite
a number of military a/c in the area.

Again, there is no viewing
However, to get pics of Hawaiian yo

Another place to take

no

u/A#--

e
many places off the airport for pic

ture taking,
good pictures
lot of tne international hotel, Korvettes
parking lot on Rockaway Parkway, and by
parking along Rockaway parkway.

Depending on the runway, some
can be taken from the parking

((Next time around—Londons Heathrow and Gatwich Airports—watch for mei))
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HOHOLULU INTERKATIimAL AIRmT

Canadian Pacific
Korean

Qantas
China Airlines Japan Air Lines
Continental Pan Am
Air Slam ■ Philippine A/L
Air Micronesia Northwest Aloha Airlines

jLZ.Tr. I Hawaiian AlrXinea
■ Air New Zealand Intemat*! ■■. 4 " J
j— F- 1I
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Post Cards

John Moore and Peter Black have gotten
together to make the first attempt at giving
the post card collector a source of reference
for their hobby,

Douglas catalog of published post cards. They
admit in their introduction to their work

that the publication is far from complete.
They need ttie help and support of every air
line post card collector.

The plan at present is to print several
pages of the catalog in each issue of the

Captain*s log until the complete catalog has
been publ^ished. The original catalog was
xeroxed to save cost and only a limited
number were printed. By printing it It
the log a good off-set copy of the booklet
will be available to the collector, although
it may take a while to get a complete copy,
Also any additions to the catalog will be
printed as they become available.

John and Pete have started a

While John and Pete are working
the Douglas card catalog, I would like
to have the support of all card collectors

in starting a Boeing card catalog. Since
I have a number of 727 cards, I though I
would try to do a catalog oa all 727 card®
published to date, Qf course, like Pete
and John, I will need the help and support

of all card collectors ever^here, I
would like to have this booklet finished
by convention time next summer. This will

give me all winter and spring to get It
together and printed.

The following page is a "sample" of
how I plan to catalog the 727 cards. The
first three number represent the manufact
urers number, in this case 727.
followed by a letter which is the first
letter in the airlines

that follows indicates that AIR AIDERIE

Is the first "A" in the listing. The
BOEING CORPORATION is the first "B" list
ing, etc. The BRANIFT of 727-B-2-A in-
dicates that that BRANIFF is the second
B  lilted and the letter A indicates that
this is the first "listed" variation of a

BRANIFF 727, not neceasarliy- the first
published 727 BRANIFF

OR

This is

name. The number

card,

Ewa Concourse

Diamond Head
Concourse

Main Terminal
Inter-Island
Terminal

LI Li
United
Branlff
Finnalr

Pilgrim
Laker, Saturn, Spantax
Martinair, Maorsk, Kar-Alr

American

Olympic Airways
ONA - Transavia

We will start off in this issue with a

"How To Use" page and the complete card index
«s it now stands. We will also print three

British Airways
BWIA

pages of the catalog or I should say 18 of
the cards to be found in the book,

off-set printing techniques, the cards can
not be printed as tney originally appeared
in the xeroxed copy of the catalog. Sometime
during the printing of the catalog, blank
sheets will be made available on which you
can glue the copies of the cards in numberio

order, or in whatever order you wish to use.

Due to

Air Canada
Air Jamaica
South AfricanEastern

Air Panama
Commuter Carriers

TAP

National

●ddltional information appearing
w th the listing is Information found

*  side of the card, such as the
on

company, where the card was print
ed and and any other information that will
help to identify the card. Additional in
formation that will be
notation if the
it is black and white. This lype of info

pin down the exact card being
identified.

included is a
card is a drawing or if

J. P. K.
Internetlonal

Northwest
Delta

TWA
Command
Monnout.h
Suburban

Airport
New York

-  - ’●

John and Pete certainly should be
gratulated on beginning what is going to be
a long, hard Job, The editors would also
like to hear from you if you have any sugges
tions on how the catalog could be improved.
Of course they would like to receive copies
of post cards not listed or shown in the
catalog so they can update the booklet. In
this regard, they will need the help of all
card collectors. Let's give John and Pete
■11 the support they can possibly use. let's
«how them we really appreciate what they have
<*one for us—the collector.

con-
INTHWATIONAL ARRI7AIS

Pan An
Iran Air
Aeroflot
Nigeria
Lot-Polish
Czechoslovakian
Allegheny
Tar(xs
NY Airways (Heli)
Avlanca
Yugoslav
Ecuatoriana

Air France
Air India
Air Afrique
Alitalia
El A1
Sabena

Air Lingus
Iberia

Royal Air Maroc
Varig
Vlasa
World
Uomlnlcana
JAL
Aviaco, Capitol
Condor, Dan-Air

KIM

Since we are starting something
altogether new with these post card
catalogs, all the help and suggestions
you can forward will be greatly apprec
iated. Card collectors all over the world
will benefit from such listings as we ar#
now working on. This being the case, we
would like to have TO® help.

lAN-Chiie
Aero Msxlco
Icelandic
Lufthansa
Aerolineas Argentinas
Pakistan

SAS
Swissair
TIA & Scanair

36
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HOW TO USE THIS CATALOG

'^y

The editors of this catalog have tried to blend simplicity and ease of use with thorough
descriptions, captions and technical accuracy* It is inevitable that some inaccuracies
will be detected and that some users of this work will have suggestions for improvement
in future editions. The editors recognize that since this is the first work of its
kind, it is in need of critical evaluation by its users. Comments relevant to this
work should be addi^ssed to either of the editors, whose names are listed below.

●'●V
'V, ●

i
r ●

CAPTIONS:
'All cards illustrated are captioned to indicate the following:

Catalog number. This is a letter followed by a series of numbers.
Th^ letter indicates the first letter of the name of the designer
or manufacturer of the aircraft. The mnnber is an arbitrary
sequential number to identify a particular csyd.

1.
r  ●

■tt

Manufacturer or Designer. The name of the manufacturer or designer
of ̂ he aircraft pictured is indicated. In a few cases, where the
aircraft is a hybrid subject to confusion by all but the most
skilled spotter, a dual designation and two catalog numbers will
be assigned as in the case of the Canadian built DC-^ variant
the Canadair Four. (See Catalog number D-IO69 for an example.)

The manufacturers designation of the aircraft pictured. Many
airlines are knoro for giving aircraft class names, service
marks or names or some designation that bears no significance
to the typo in general. Where possible, we have indicated the
generic name of the aircraft, as assigned by the manufacturer.
(See catalog number D-IO7I/COO3.) The face of the card calls the
aircraft an "Argonaut” but this is a BOAC designator, not one
assigned by the manufacturer or designer. Therefore the aircraft
caption shows the generic designator, C-U.

The airline whose markings are apparant or easily deduced is
indicated. In the case of well known airlines who have
abbreviation (EG: KIM, TWA, UAT, etc.) generally known to most

an

collectors, that abbreviation is used rather than the full
name of the airline.

2,
?^7-A-l-A Air AlK.rl. 7T-TCA Bo.Ijk; 727-ZD6 o/n 20ii72
-Vite Par Air Alg.rl9 - Service Publldte—-Al^r 1972;

"TaBaili" 727-A-2-A Air France Boeing 727-228
Collection Aix France Printed in SwltzerUnd by Orel! Fuasll SA, ZorichI

I

3.

U.

727-A-3-A A?iana Afghan Airlines Boeing 727-190
Airline release 727-B-l-A Boeing Corporetion Boeing 727-200 Prototyn.

Made by Kruger of Western Germany

5. Color or B&W indicates the nature of the card,
a chrome card, no such designator is given as all chrome cards
known to the editors are color.

In the case of

6. Surface texture of card. Linen, smooth, chrome, 3-diamentional,
textured, glossy (photo cards), etc.

7. Source of card. The word "Airline" indicates a card issued by or
on behalf of the airline whose aircraft appears on the card.
"Non-Airline" indicates a card that was issued neither by or on
behalf of the airline whose aircraft appears on the card.

All cards are standard post card size being approximately 3^X inches unless (C)
appears in the caption indicating "Continental" size (i4 X 5 7/8 inches), (S) indicating
a smaller than standard size, or (OS) indicating an oversize card. Additional descrip
tive words may be included if appropriate. Please send ccmiments to either:

Peter W. Black
8U-01 Main Street
Briarwood, New York 11U35

John Moore
2063 Sloan Street
St. Paul, Minn.(DC

●v;

727-B-2-A Breniff Internetional Boeing 727
Banco da fotogrefias Movl/oto Medellin Colonble 727-D-l-A DelU Alrllnee Boeing 727-232 r/r.

Aviation Color Photo, Tecome, Weshington '

-1)
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INDEX BT AIRLINE
(Continued)

INDEX BY AIRLINE

D013GUS DC-»3 (Cont »d) DODGUS DC-U (Cont’d) DOUGIAS DC-U (Cont»4)DOUGLAS DC-1, DC-2, DC-3 and VARIANTS

DOUGIAS DC-3 (Copt'd) DOUG T.W.A. (Cont'd) D-058
D-059
D-060

D-119
D-120
D-121
D-122
B-123
D-130
D-131
D-132

D-U09Colonial D-i012
D-1101

Western
IAS DC-3 (Cont*d)DOUGIAS DC-1

(None) d-015
D-016
D-017
D-018
D-019
D-020
D-021
D-022
D-023

D-02U
D-025
D-026
D-029
D-030
D-072
D-103
D-106
d-095

American Mackey D-039
Delta (U.S.) CAN^AIR C-U (Northstar, DC-UMj

ArgonautV li^anad^air FouFJ

D-1013
D-IO8I1
D-1102

DOUGUS DC-2 Mid-Continent D-12U

American D-007
D-008
D-OO9
D-012

D-IO7I/C-OO3B «0 «A «C ●Naples D-1U6
D-1017
D-1018
D-1085
D-1103

Eastern

Trane Canada D-1069/C-001
Air Lines D-1070/C-002

D-lllO/C-OOU
D-llll/C-005

N,Z« National D-lUl
D-1U2

Branifjf D-012
D-101

North Central D-OU2
United Flugfeiag Isl. D-1020

(Icelandair)
D-062

D-063
D-06U
D-066
D-067
D-069
D-070
D-071
D-072
D-077
D-078
D-128
D-129

Northeast D-OUOCanadian D-102
Colonial

DOUGUS DC-6 and DC-7
Great Lakes

Airlines
D-1120Northwest D-0U3

D-oau
D-0U5
D-0U6
D-080

D-115
D-116
D-117
D-118

D-lOOliAorocondor
Delta D-OOl

D-033 Japan Air
Lines

D-1022

D-1023
D-102U
D-102^

D-1080
D-1112

D-1125
D-1126

D-1127
D-U28
D-1129
D-1130
D-1131
D-II32
U-1133
D-113U

American

Eastern D-002

D-003
D-OOU
D-00^
D-006

D-035

D-092Arkia
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(Continued)

DOUGLAS PC-6 and DC«7 DOUGLAS DC-6 and DC-7
PLANE AT HEAD OF RUNWAY,WASHINGTON NATIONAL AIRPORT. WASHINGTON. D. C.

Japan Air Lines D-1026
D-1115

United Airlines D-i089
D-1090
D-1091
D-1092
D-1093
D-109i*
D-1095
D-1096
D-1097
D-1098
D-1099
D-llOO

D-1135
D-1136
D-U37
D-U38
D-1108

K.LoM. D-1027
D-1028
D-1029

Mackey Airlines D-1031
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D-1033
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D-108 Douglas DC-3, Eastern, color linen, non airliaa

North American D-1113
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Transport
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D-10^7
D-1075
D-1116
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D-1061
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D-IO63
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s nul’niluiiniiimn
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AIRLINE LOGO BAD($S

northwest ORIENT

Texas Iht*l Northwest OrientMcCulloch Int*l

KUWAIT AIRWAYS CORPORATION

Errtf I oi»IA

World Airways Ethiopian Airlines KUWAIT AIRWAYS CORPORATION

Continental AirlinesAmericanAvianca

These Airline Ix>go Badges are made by the World Airline Hobby Club, and not the
airlines depicted. They are approximately 2^' round and come in the colors of

the particular airline. Each badge sells for $.^0. addition to the ones
shown above are: TWA, Piedmont (o/c), CP Air, Air California, National, Korean A/L,
Overseas NatiOTal, TIA (o/c), and Saudi Arabian Airlines. Send in any design that
will fit in the circle above and I will make you  a badge. Same price $.?0.
Paul Collins, c/o World Airline Hobby Club, 3381 Apple Tree Lane, Erlanger, Ky. UlOlo



And vhllo VB are on the subject of frisket paper, some of you may

be wondering why we can't use it as decal paper. First, the thickness

of the film is too great to be satiafactoryj secondly, the adhesiye on
the backside will oyentually wear out and your decal will cone off. Its

greatest attribute to modeling is its thinness which precludes paint
balld-ups at the edges of yotir cut-out design. The adhesive is a type
which makes the templa-te re-useable several times and thus does not
require duplication of -templates. The final advantage is your ability
to use either the cut-out design itself or the remainder of the piece

of frlsket paper. Which you se depends entirely on you and your design

and your techniques while you are painting directly to your model.

Next refer to any of the pictures where the cheat line is visible.
Note that it does not appear in the customary area around or across the

window areas. Instead it is much lower and enoonpasses a stripe across
the tops of each wing directly at the wing root. In my example, this
cheat line is silver and separates a royal blue top front a transparent
candy green bottom. It was pain-ted on after the two final coats of blue

and green were in place. This reduces the margin of error of overlaps
while changing colors In your scheme. The widnees of the cheat line
coversany overspray occurring w!.en you paint the two different colors.

More care would, of course, have to be exercised if you are modeling some

exact color scheme of a regular airline. But the principle is adjustablity
and flexibility and you can CONTROL these factors as you make up your
design. Also note that the cheat line contains both straight and curved
lines. These are a deliberate part of the design to show -Uiat there is
nothing difficult in making patterns or painting them. As to the procesa

DECAL CAPERS
Tby

ASTEVE KENYON

1
scratch. So the flrat thing 1 accomplished was a

Nov ny work became tedious, but easier.

It does not seem possible that as you sit and read this issue of the

g.aptain*a lop;, one year has passed since I Joined the log's staff. It has
provsn very intsresting from a writer's viswpoint and the feedback from my
readers have revealed some startliug, as well as interesting, comments. But

I haven't accomplished anything else, at least I've provided a shoulder
for my reader's gripes. Of course, if It wasn't for these gripes, the world
would never know what areas need improvement. So if you fell griping is

negative, forget it. Gripes are positive thinking and enough gripes will
usually produce positive results. So let's continue to have your gripes as
''sU. as general comments and admonitions.

Now on to a dlffarent subject matter. As I promised you in the last
issue, vs would take an actual model and decorate it. So here ve go. For

the sake of Illustration, I am using an example purposely made for thim
article whereby I could point out various techniques and ideas. It Is
not a regls-tered airliner since it Is of ay own design. And you can see
from the pictures it has no intricate deslgnwork or complex color schemes.

The exposure of the techniques and ideas will not work for everyone nor
in every Instance. On the other hand, if you adapt the principle involved
and then modify it to suit your specific Job(sJ there should be no diffi
culty in finishing a fantastic-looking model.

on.

At thla point your model should have It's final exterior coat* of

on it and make certain that the paint has dried thoroughly, Thls^s esSel^*

r  on any aurfac!(S Use th^t^S
oU patience I spote of earlier and let ALL paints dry at least 2k houf-”

^ 8''«antee you w^t belorry. fS-
^  f®"’ certainly can take the enJoJSnt oSt
of modeling in a hurry. But If you must handle your model short^
you ve painted it, try wearing a pair of rubber S«ea At

th^L^h^ ® fingerprint to repair. Another hint to use nw^J to
thoroughly wash your painted model with a light mixture of daLr^n* ^
wtar thus removing any foreign natter which could mar the flnal*"show"
appear^ee of your model. For example, a speck of dusror a plas?Jc
chip under a dried decal looks like an outragtousiy popped rivft!

and

The I-3M logo was made using dry presa-on letters. On the right aide

of the atabllzer, the letters were pressed directly on tne painted surface.
On the left side, the letters were first pressed onto clear decal paper
Uyailable from Victor-66 Products), cut out and than fixed to the sur
face. The black I of the logo was made from a border line of the proea-
on letter sheet.

Another belief of nine Is having proper tools to do the 1ob
putting your decal on with the other iJ^ *

possible. So I recommend some sort of a holding device. The item th«*

Califo^^ Span* by Colbert Industries, South Gate,
Strongly. This vies adepts to several sets

degrees, tilts 90 degrees, and comes with either a
rasten-down base or a vacuum type (suction) base. Two sets of Jaws hav.

thi % e ● hand crank and worm goart
second set of Jaws is one made to h

of

old electronic print boards and ^

l^tl^/t^ position by set screws thuJ
letting you aet the necessary distance apart. The two Jaws contain a

?T ^ ^ pointed dental toolT*
shaniit^th^ I by asking ny dentist for his broken ones and then re- '

"F "”ds.) The dental tools may be used for buJn-

removing smaU minute decals from the paper backing,
f bongs (twsezera) with a U5 degree off-set point aldT
^  ® Fou to see the exact surface

placed

m

. Several old brushes (round and chisel
on wetting and setting solutionsj and X-aoto decal

brimming decaia to prevent them
tearing); an oak cutting board for cutting frlsket paper,

P*i“ * °“P® “9* the tops from acrow-off
* brushes—a round 00000 and 000 work best for me, and aS

jars, and a a^b of clay round out my tool list. The clay is used to

a^ I lu ^ remain within my reach
®P* *ben I need then. For baoKup equlpoen^ I

K^?^w^®jP “ ̂“"blng brush and my trusty X-acto with a snarpMw #li
blade handy, Tou never know when you night need them.

The kit I used was a standard Boeing 707 kit from Airflx In IsUtii scale.
I changed the deaign soB»what by blanking out the rear % of the windows,
adding a floor and tnetalllng a freight loading door. The front half of
the aircraft was refurbished as living quarters. An additional radar doiw
(refer to picture number 3) was added as well aa an APU (auxiliary power
unit) and heating and air conditioning unit combined as one unit (refer to
picture number U),

n*5T'
A different system wus used on the clover leafs. The tip of the

stablizer was already painted white so all I did was take frlsket paper

and cut out (using the X-aoto decal knofe—It has  a very small and finely
ground edge) a a template. For those who may not be familiar with
frlsket paper, It is a very thin plastic film with glue on the back side

and in turn attached to a paper backing. It may be re-used many times.
Anyway, after I had traced and cut around the clover leafs, and again using

the point of my X-acto knife, I lifted the clover leafs off tne -template.
Then I sized the template so over spray would not get on the remainder

of the stabllzer and fastened It in place. Care must be exercised here
to make certain that the cut-out edges of your template are securely
burnished to prevent run-offs in your pattern. For burnishing these
edges, I used a bluntly pointed dentist's tool. The color of green paint
was mixed and airbrushed on. After 20 minutes drying time, the templa-te
was removed end re-glued to the opposite side for  a rep>eat of the paint
ing process. By the way, try never to exceed a maximum of 30 minutes
drying time before removing masking tape, frlsket paper, etc. Waiting
longer than 30 minutes to remove such items sometimes results In chipped
or uneven edges to your design. Also failure to fully burnish all cutout
edges of your design will allow your paint to run and correcting these
mistakes can prove difficult} especially, if the base coat Is irtilte or

some other light pastel shade of color.

iConstruction of the model was accomplished (generally) per the instru
ction Sheet; however, before I glued the fuselage halves together, I made
my modifications. Now arose a problem.

XT^'TII wanted to try something new. Hy intentions were to try and find
speedier way of filling window openings and at the same time reduce filing
and sanding efforts. I had read Information and talked -to different modelers
about a special process which I wanted to try,
melting scrap sprue with liquid glue. In principle and with small fillings.
It works very well since I have used li on several ocassione previously.
The mixture dries hard and smooth. Anyway, 1 took  a large brush and coated
the Insides of each fuselage with a thick covering of this mixture (the
fuselages were fastened to a smooth surface eo the window opening would
fill level with the outside contour of the fuselage) and set the items
aside to dry. I became busy on aosie other things and did not get a cnance
to return to my project until about two weeks later. What I fouad was a
mess. The mixture had softened the surrounding surfaces of the injection
moldings and my fuselage halfa were warped and distorted completely out of
proportions. Besides thla tragedy, the mixture and surrounding
still soft and not dried or hardened.

a

This procesa was singly

areas were

a _r
TVT 1 *=*

But, did I dlspalrT (Ton bet I did—I hit the panic switch, said a
few choice cuss words, kicked the dog, and In general, made life miserable
for the whole famllyl) Finally, I oaJjaed down, and being rational again,
I set about to find a way to recover my fuselage halfs and rectify my
mistake. This mistake cost me one month's tijne aitd fifteen long hard hours
of painstaking labor. It took one month for the mixture to epmpletely dry
and the fifteen hours was spent with green stuff putty and a file, Ths net
results restored ay faith in green stuff; however, the extra putty made the
model extremely tail heavy and much weight was needed in the nose to counter
act this weight so the model would sit on its wheels. SO BELIEVE ME AND I2T
THIS BE A GOOD lESSON TO ALL. The moral of thla mistake is: even the best
of us run into problems and experience is still the beat teacher.

The renalder of the model was finished aa required. Only the under
carriage, doors (wheal and entrance), antennas, engine pods and supports
were left off. These were added after final painting acourred. Painting
and decorating la much easier for me, if I don't have to work around
these Items. Once the glued surfaces (wings and tail) were dry, I began
my decallng processes. And this is the heart of this Installment,

Proper preparation of your model la most essential to a satisfying
final product that displays your artwork. I will aay again! patience is
a virtue worth acquiring. The old saying, "haste make waste" is especially
true when you work with the small scale objects. So from here on, don't
hurry yourself; take your time and your reward will bo your model speaking
for Itself.

^® article will refer strictly to my pet proJeot
Hcwever, it Is not dona with ego-wania but, rather to demonstrated# *

MV, “"Fu’"®r decorating may be accomplished. Because I used every

Its
of masking out your design, I recommend using clear 3N scotch tape,

thinnees maintains a low profile of paint build-up at the edges,
chief disadvantage Is that once in place if you must remove it,
also start all over with a fresh piece of tape. Regular

and/or frisket paper (or combinations) may also be used,

is expensive and I don't recommend using it for large design s nc

they are only going to be used once. If for some reason a Flp ^
occurs In your tape or frlsket paper, or color on color * balance
liquid masking agent and a finely pointed brush to ™rwial
of design. Here a word of caution should be injected. If ̂

d.=lg. 1, !» clo„

will remove

Its
must

ha

any press-on letters In place and your
these letters, do not use masking tape or scotch tape

re-

I will start with tne vertical stabllzer first. Refer to nletitr*
number 1. Note the I-3M logo, tfte triangle with !*!-

top of tne tail with the two clover leafe. Starting with tne trlanvl*
of stars, here's how both sides of tne rudder wlrHo^ S
eida the triangle was masked off and painted with Teator'«°^ert^Liit^
after I out tne tnres stars from frlsket paperand fwed

Remember I'm the guy who always paints everything with 2 fUt ihlti^
undercoat (or primer coat if you will). So after the
dried approximately 20 minutes and with tne u«« nr m,
tweezers, I removed the frisket caper ataj! '“^®

jsy
design. On the left side of the VI,
cut the red triangle from a surplus decal shoot and I first
Then from another surplus sheet I cut out three nio ^

top of the piece of r^d decal. And befoJe ?”rLr thr^siSa Thn^h

both trlwgles and all stars wow matched by makingtJSpl^^s befow 1
began. My red paint was also mixed so that its color matched the dLal
since its color could not be onangod. mawsned tne decal

s

of tape to come in contact with the letters. If 7°° ^
the letters since this is tne best procedure to use m  —moval.
wanted press-on ma-terial. And while we are on the °  beware

Bcotoh tape will also remove any decaia—wanted decal,
and be cautious. If it is necessary to remove * P  ® ooint you want

-

use a sharp I-acto blade and lightly cut removed and
to remove. Then place scotch tape down on ^ —uj. scotch
burnish very thoroughly. Be very careful that tn  b remain on

tape does not extend over on the part of i-*)® . firmlv in place
the model or you are in trouble. Anyway with th ^

over the unwanted piece of decal, quioly Jerk t^ has^beerremoved.
you'll find that (in moat cases) the unwanted decal has oeen re

But now back to a design whereby you are work^ or'^MSklnH^tapef

preas-on letters or designs. If you can't “®® ^ dry^oss-on
then use a liquid masking agent. Coat over and ar design
letters and let your liquid mask dry. Carefully cut ^p^-fonB your
and peel off the unwanted pieces of liquid masking tape.

un

As in any modeling Job, research comes first. Here I refer to many
pictures—both color and black and white—diagrams, drawings, scnoniatloa,
templates, measurements, etc. Have them at hand so you may refer to then
and do so often. In thla caea, since the model haa no real-life example,

li7
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painting—or whatever—and then when yon are through, with luke warn
water, wash off the remainder of the dried liquid mask. At thl^ point
if the sheen appears dull or your colars have lost their luster, don't

worry. They will be restored when you finalize your decorating by over-

spraying the entire model with glossy or flat (matte) finish.

Note, also, the clear, crisp line^of the cheat line (see pics 3 & U).
Especially note the point at either end of the design. This becomes
possible, if you will take your piece of scotch or masking tape and
attach It to a piece of gxass first. Then using a straight edge and
yoor knife, cut your line on the tape. Remove the tape and use the

fresh edge you cut for the line of your design. This precludes having
a Jagged edge from the particles of lint, dust, etc. that cling to the
edges of the tape as it comes from the roll. As with the use of any
form of masking tape, remember to fully and ccnapleteiy burnish the

edges of your design. Failure to do so will result In a lot of un
necessary cuss words and frayed tempers, not to mention extra work for

yourself and a fair amount of wear and tear on your paint brushes. Now
condition yourself with patience and after 15-20 minutes, remove the tape
and this design is finished.

a template in the scale you want. Fasten this over-all sized template
in position on the fuselage with a small piece of scotch tape on one
end or side leaving the other throe open. Now mask around these three

o^n sides. Then remove the piece of tape holding the template In posi
tion and finish masking off the area to bo your flag(s). Remove the
template completely and you have the outside dimensions of your flae

By the wy, the shape of your flag is up to you. It can bo slanted o

c^letoly vertical because it will not concern filling In the center
« the flag with the appropriate colored stripes and field of stars
pis nota of caution if you are ready for painting. If you are eoina

from^he tip of
yow brph and eliminate spreading the paint by strokes. Overall, an
airbrush gives the best naint job because it will spread the paint
evenly across the flag's background area. You shouL} at +h4. ̂ 4 *

p repy f« ths flag's details so hers we go? cTt'pUcTol ta« *

pe slM of the blue star field. Fasten It in place burnish ̂ Mow

lay out a strip of scotch tape on your piece of plate giasS^nd 'bv tJi
way, a large dinner plate or meat platter made of ceramiM will
and cut narrow strips. If tne background on the in«4^« ̂

area is white (as mine always is siSs Iri^l Tdtt

axe rsady to arrange your white stripes o/the flag.* lf^thriM4dD!f
the flag area le not white, paint it white. If yoS are c^rL4* ^
pite paint is thoroughly dry, place the small tS?
tape ienghtwlse across tne shite field and these  ^ scotch

or

strips in the flag after you-ve finlsh:S tS"L^'orthrSa'il^
you have removed them. How that tne small tiny
place (ana remember that a red stripe appears^t both ^

of tne flag) you are now ready to pain/tne red^strlMs^ and bottom
or so, remove the small tiny strips of scotch tan* ‘  niniitea
and white atripee of the fUg. Next reSoJe Jne

the blue field j mas around it and paint it blue covering
of drying time and then remove all remaininB maskin!^!’ ”2““^ smount
now complete with the exception of the whltl la
To finish the stars, use a very finely Jmall ^ue.
toothpick and dab white dots rato the biS ®

fectionist. fifty dots will appear. nTot“:“;rfe^tronr:r\S!-

Another area needing paint Is the anti-glare panel on top of the
nose. Follow the same procedure with this panel as you did with the
radar section. Form your linos, mask and paint it With the color called

for in your pictures of your real-life example being modeled. Since
the radar nose and anti-glare panels are ueually flat or matte in tex
ture, leave them till last to paint or else mask them over with liquid
maoklng agents—especially. If you are going to spray the entire air
craft with clear gloso finlsheo.

Here's an idea you might like to try for painting the dividing
strips of your windshield (pictures #3 and #5). If the windshield Is
molded as one piece and contains raised ribs to simulate too divider

posts, cut, scrape, or file them flat to match the romalder of the

windshield surface. Using toothpaste or silver polish, restore the
clearness to the sindshield where tne surfaces ware roughed up from

removing the ridges or ribs. Now install your windshield in your usual

manner and let your glue dry. While the glue Is drying, take some clear
decal paper and paint a small patch with matching colors of the fuselage
top or cneat line that surrounds the windshield

for approximately 10 minutes take a straight edge and your faithful

knife and out strips the wldtn of tne simulated poets dividing eeotlone
of the windshield. Now lay these strips aside to completely dry. After
the passage of sufficient tine to thoroughly dry both the glue on the
windshield end the painted stripe, out the stripe Into proper lenghts

for the divider posts. Attache them In the regular manner as you would

a decal—that la, use your setting solutions, etc. Don't be concerned
if there Is a slight overhang above or below the top and bottom of the
windshield. It can be trimmed after the strips have completely dried
in place. If you refer to picture #2, you will not my windshield is
completely outlined with white striping. Mine was accompllehed by
cutting out the desired lenghts of white door outlines off Micro Scale's

door decal sheet, and then attaching them using Micro Scale setting
Bolutions and system. You must admit it makes a very nice appearance.

area. When it has drlad
Referring now to picture number 2, we'll consider-names and letterini?

These can be accomplished in a variety of ways, if you are fortunate

enough to have spare decal names In your decal box you're in luck. Use

then. If not, then you must make then using any ingenuity you have
available at your command. This can Involve clear decal paper and then
atUchlng them to your modslj using individual letters and numbers from

a regu^rly designed decal sheet} or, rummaging through your spare decals
box and finding enougn surplus letters to make up your name. And if you
choose to use decal Oattorlng sneete, don't overlook modeling railroad
decai sheets for a solution to your unassvsred project. You'll ba sur

prised at what you win f^. In the first place you will find a greater
variety of colored lettering sheeta. Secondly, many of the railroading
sheets contain striping that becomes useable. And most of the scales

models being used, least I Insult the

raRFECTMNIST, ̂ t me repeat in another way my statement about scales.
The scales aren't exact or preclee, but they are close enough so they
are useable. ,.ow to the actual work on the example, "

Before leaving the subject of using decal sheeting for windows I
will relate one additional factor which I stumbled across quite by

accident. After installing the windows, I cut out and attached over the

clear decal windows, the escape door outlines. This procedure rwlnforcei
the firat layer eo there waa no splitting of the decal paper. I had

flret used long stripe of decal paper to cover ma^ of the windows et one
tins. Then I put on the escape door outlines. Windows on both sides of

the one containing the door window split while the reinforced ones did not.

So careful experimentation followed and a double thickness of clear decal

paper appears to do the job. My model is several months old now and none
of the windoVB that 1 used reinforcement on have split. The only objec
tion I can see at the moasnt is that the double thickness might be objec^d

to sene of the ranks as being too thick and not sturdy enough,

writing, I haven't found this to be true, but its possible. So your owm

personal preference must reign supreme.

Finishing with the windows, my decallng and decorating processea wore

oompleted. All that remained to be achieved wae to Inetall the Items

purposely left off. Once this was accomplished and the entire model
sprayed with giosey flnieh, it was ready for the photographer and ultimata
display among tbe many other examples at 'Use museum. So far, it is vy
pride and Joy and its space among the array of airliners receives daily
attention.

At this

Putting in windows was no problem. I used several Mthods involving
several products so I could outline them to qy readers. In ths first few

windows, I used white glue. In the next few, I used Crystel Sheen sold
by Victor 66 Products. The next few windows contain Micro Krystal-Nlear
manufactured by Micro Scale. Ths remaining cover used for qy windows
may come as a surprise to some. I cut clear decal paper sold by Victor

66 Products into small strips or squares large enough to just covsr the
windows and still leave a small edge to attach to tne surface of the

fuselage. These small sections of decal paper were installed in the
usual manner and permitted to dry. One hint; do not use any length of
decal paper longer than that necessary to cover two windows. A longer
strip will stretch too much during the drying process and split. Is
Itlitli scale this system works well. What it will do with larger window
openings is not known at this time. If anyone of ny readers has triad

using clear deoai paper for windows on 1:72 eoale or perhaps larger, bow
about dropping me a line and letting ne know your results. Anyway, ths
finishing touches to the decal windows is to carefully brusn on or air
brush on a coat of Micro Scale glossy finish. It makes ths window sur

faces nice and shiny like clear, clean glass and It also produces a
protective coating against the elements and reduces your chances of tbe
decal paper splittiag. Spray or brush the glossy coat on approximately
two hours after installation) or if tne room in which you are drying
your model is extremely warn, use a lessor period of time. And don't

be afraid to overspray injection moulded clear plastic windows and vlnd-

T  Individual decal letters. And the only ones
I could ftod were on a railroad lettering decal sheet. Each were cut

from tte decal stoet. Since they were individual letters, I cut tnen

“'^®^* ^®^°« I attaching
them, though, I laid them out on my piece of glass and arraneed ny ^
correct spacing as per my dlagrem which I spoke of earlier. Then

knowing the exact distance between the first

and last letters of the names and numbers, I took masking tape and

placed It on the i^el eo sy beginning and ending were even Md pro
perly aligned on both sides of the fuselage. This eliminates goSswork ’

and sore ej^balls. The next step amounted to establishing a straight
line on each f uselage side without laying down an ink or ̂ ncll lile
my nicely painted fuselage sides. Slnoe wall paper hangei^ use a nltrah

J-J"®/® why not use a modified version on
the fusel^^ It was easy

on

. I stretched a contrasting colored piece of
ttoead ^^hwise on the side of the fuselage, and then fastened it in
place with scotch tape at each end leaving the middle free
Since the piece of thread is moveable it will return to its
position If it Is accidently touched or struck with

fingers. To start the piece of thread determine

and moveable,

original
your tweezers or

.. , - , a known distance"
above some known reference point (such as tne window line) on the
of the fuselage. Set one end of the thread in place and fasten

securely with scotch tape. Now stretch your thread quite taunt
fasten the opposite end with additional tape. Now lay off your prooer
spacing between each separate word using small pieces of scotch ̂  ^
cut exactly to the distance you sant between each word in

name. I go one step further f'j cempiete uniformity,
where a word will ultimately

side
it

tape
tne complete

In each space
«, I locate the canter of this section

shields either. The Micro Scale glossy finish will make them outstanding
and clear looking. One Item about decal windows: after installation,
be careful In handling your nodej. or tbe soft fingers may splinter tbe

.
If the word has an odd numbs, of letters to it, I attacne the middle
letter precisely over this center mark. If the number of letters 1s
an even amount, I place the two middle letters an oven amount of spacing
to the right and left of this center line making certain that the total
distance between the two letters is no more than will appear between
the balance of the letters to be attached. Follow this procedure for

the remaider of the words and, BIWGO, you have a perfectly aligned set
of letters announcing the name of yoor airline. I sue this system for
the alignment of all lettering and numbering. It can also be used to

align dry press-on letters since the thread permits you to slide the

dry transfer sneet under It and thus enabi* you to form a straight base

line for 3^ur lettering. And this system works as well for putting on

whole decal patterns aa well as cheat line stripes that may be necessary.
An additional advantage to using the thread is its ability to absorb
and hold the settling solutions from epresdlng ell over tne side of the
fuselage. Try It/ You'll like it.

windows for you. If this happens soften the section to be removed with
Micro Scale setting solution (blue label) and lift the section off or
cut a piece of scotch taps the exact size of the section and remove

the shattered windowe in the mannier 1 have previously discussed for
removing deoale.

missing white dots will

process on the opposite Bldro?yoS*a^cMf4. **®P®«t this earns
It should go without saying tha/tSe *^‘® ^Uge are fi
clear decal paper and by making two at 4->, ^ could be

be conserved. Remember, though, that the could
you

nished
used on

make, must have a somewhat revers. ^ opposite the first one

must have the blue field of stars polntinfr* ®^«® both
craft ^". So watch yourself and don't wln^ ® toward

with the normal path of the aircraft
on the model we're working *

rni

on.

.

® "°*® bbe air-

with gold tape

From the flags to the radar nose wH4^h .

black. If your hand is unsteady and w«t ̂
again use scotch tape. However
Scotch tape will not bend and s plight, om s

roblam
straight line

arises hnT-*.
It

The name of the aircraft and the registration numbers (picture #3) were
from the same shoot of railroad letters only scaled down to size as deemed
necessary. Tne name of the aircraft, by the way, is depicted in th* de
signs on the vertical stablizer and rudder.

nose

Next we consider the National symbol—our flag (picture (?3). There
are a number of ways it may bo built,

to find two flags from surplus deoai sheets,
not the right scale or size.

The most obvious, of course, is
But then maybe tnese are

So ««hat do you do? Very simply make your
cwn and paint them directly to the sides of ttie fuselage. First design

the alloted time has elapsed and yoin* ““ckini tape ̂ h;;;
w«n tbe nose job.
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PIfiASE SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS

VICTCR 66 PRODUCTS, P.O* BCBC 83, SANTEE,
California, 92071, has a lot to offer the
airline model enthusiast, A great monthly
newlsetter, great offers on models, decals,
books and other miscellaneous goodies, Steve
Mason,who operates "Gate 66” offers some nice
specials from time to time. Subscription
rate for the newsletter is $7.50 U,S« and
Canada/Mexico, $10,00 elsewhere—well worth
the investmanti

1977 AIRLINE HANDBOOK by Paul K. Martin,
P,0, Box 369U, Cranston, Rhode Island 02910
sells for $7,25 including postage and is
well worth the price. The material covered
in this book is simply fantastic. If your
a serious airline buff, this book is a real
necessity. Makes a good companion book for
the JP Fleet Listing,

The following all offer slides/photos*

Aircraft Publicity Bureau c/o John B, Hayes
2U83 West Costilla Avenue, Littleton
Colorado 80120, Catalog-^1,25 and sample*

Air Pix Aviation Photograph, P.O. box 7503U
AMF, Cincinnati, Ohio U5275.

Cata log-$ 1,00,

Thompson Productions, P.O, Box J668, Beecher,
Catalog-41,00,

ATP-Air Transport Photography, P.O. Box 2891,
South San Francisco, Calif, 9U0^,

Catalog-$1,00,

Illinois 60U01.

1001 EAST 28thAIR JET ADVANCE MODEIS, INC
Street, Hialeah, Florida 33013* has a large
selection of finished "agency type" display
models. Drop them a line for their current
listing of a/c and prices. When you send in
your order, make sure you take off your
discount for being a member of the World
Airline Hobby Club,

● *

AVIATION COLOR PHOTO, 2218 NCKTH JUNETT,
Tacoma, Washington 98U06, specializes in
post cards and has quite a listing available
with a sample for only 3^ cents. Price per
card varies from 1$ cents up, depending on
the size of the card. Jack Splinter, operator
of AGP also does some trading, in older prop
type a/c cards and photographs.

KIT COLLECTOR'S CLEARING HOUSE c/o JOHN

Burns, 3213 Hardy Drive, Edmond, Ok. 7303U
is the place to look for that rare model
that you have not been able to find* If
John does not have it, he can put you in
touch with someone that does* Z2rop a line
to John and he will fill you in on ̂ at is
happening at KCC,

JP AIRLINE FIEETS 77, is now available thru
lt*s U,S, editor Bruce Drum, P.O, Box 1*81082,
Miami, Florida 331L8, The JP lists by country
and airline, each aircraft operated by regis
tration number, exact aircraft type, serial
number, former identities, names, addresses,
photos and aircraft data. A real must for
the serious collector. Price $6,95 which
includes postage.

AIRLINE INFORMATION BUREAU, P.O. BOX 1121,
Independence, Missouri 6U05l, is offering a
nice airline quarterly magazine titled
"Departure Lounge” which contains stories
on airlines and airliners. Also they are
offering slides/photos for sale. Rate on
this publication is $10,00 a year.

ONTARIO AVIATION ENTHUSIASTS SOCIETT, BOX 72,
Malton P.O
Canada offers a monthly newsletter full of
interesting airline/aircraft facts. Subscri
ption rate is $9.50 per year for U.S. and
Canada, Also available are books, photos,

slides and other interesting material.

Mississauga, Ontario LUT 3B5,

If you have a product or service
that you would like to advertise,
send your copy to the editor. No
charge for this service,
all help one another to find the
material we want and need for our

collections.

Let's



LUDRLD
fllRLinE FLEETS

By GUNTER G. ENDRES

*P ■ cimately
«PWoxi*ately
ttppTQxlaatoI^
Approxlaately
includes
includes
includes

1^000 Airlines
15,000 Airliner registrations
200 Photographs
500 Airline write-ups
previous identities
individual aircraft names
Airline logos, motifs, addresses,
telephone and telex numbers*

Surface mail TT.S. and

^ir mall IT.S, and CanSda

Canada $6*00 (includes postage)

$8.00 (includes postage)

A L S 0

To teep your World Airline Fleets 1977 up to date—sob-
scribe to World Airline Fleets—Monthly, "Colour Cover"
Approximately 1*0 photographs plus up-date information
oii-Jet 1977 and World Airline Fleets each month—colour
centre pages.

on

World Airline Fleets—Monthly

12 Monthly subscription rate

Surface mail U.s. and c;anada $15.00 (includes postage)

Air mall TJ.S. and Canada $2i*.00 (includes postage)

Send orders for either or both of the above tot

Airline Publications ̂  5ales Ltd., Noble Corner, Great
West Road, Hounslotf, Middlssex TW5 OPA




